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Abstract
Do political connections influence success at public procurement? By using
OLS linear regression on openly availible data, we have shown that political
connections do influence number of opposing contenders, as well as revenue.
We have shown that firms owned by politicians generaly face worse odds, while
firms owned by political donors generally face better odds, as represented by
higher revenue and smaller number of competition in tenders. The effect was
shown to be significant not only for donors and politicians, but also for firms
in their respective networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to explore the relationship between political connec-
tions of firms and their business with Slovak government. In the United States,
it was shown that politically experienced directors are more prevalent in firms
in which sales to government, export and lobbying are important. It was also
inferred, that larger firms would be of greater political importance, and also
involved more politically experienced directors, as shown by Agrawal & Knoe-
ber (2001). In Slovakia, the amount of government spending, as part of GDP
is larger than that of US, as seen in Figure 1.1, so we assume that a similar
relationship might be observed in Slovak companies

Furthermore, Faccio (2006) has shown, that politically connected firms en-
joy advantages over their competitors, such as more access to debt finance,
government bailouts and preferential treatment when dealing with state bu-
reaucracy. This study focuses on exploring relationship between donations to
political parties and business done between the firms and government, namely
whether the relationship with political parties influences size of contracts won,
and competition they face.

For political connections, we go further than firms connected directly to
politicians or political parties. We create a social network constructed of family
members and business partners of politically connected persons. This is ap-
proach similar to other authors, such as Faccio (2006) and Dombrovsky (2008).

Transparent public procurement procedures are seen as one of the vehicles
in fighting corruption. Key aspects are the transparency of such a process,
and assurance that the mechanism of public procurement leads to improved
outcomes compared to other methods, as shown on case of Slovakia by Šípoš
& Klátik (2013).
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This thesis has two main contribution to existing research. Firstly, it en-
riches current state of research on public procurement in Slovakia by political
connections. Most of the research is done on single-case basis, even though
authors often cite corruption and rent-seeking behavior, as well as lack of ac-
countability. This thesis sheds light on magnitude and significance of such
actions when discussing ineffectivities in public procurement. In this paper, we
focus on political connections, which we will argue have impact on which public
procurement procedure is chosen and on the outcome of public procurement.
Since this thesis only uses publicly available data, it can be reproduced and
used as basis to evaluate future policy changes.

Second, it enriches global research into how political connections affect
firm’s performance. Goldman et al. (2013) shows that in United States two-
party system, political events such as elections where parties in power change
also influences public procurement revenue to politically-connected firms. This
was argued as one of the mechanisms in which increase in political connected-
ness increases value of a firm. On the other hand, Ansolabehere et al. (2004)
found that firms which gave large amounts of soft money to political parties
did not receive excessively high rates of returns from their contributions, com-
pared to firms that gave no soft money. Furthermore, there were no significant
changes in those rates around events concerning the enacting of Bipartisan
campaign reform act, which aimed to decrease the role of soft-money in cam-
paign financing, and thus in politics. This, however, can still be seen as in-line
with previous findings of Faccio (2006), who finds advantages of political con-
nectedness to be greater in less developed countries.

The economic research on Slovak public procurement does not focus on
political connections. The main findings show that the more bidders compete,
the lower the final price, as Grega & Nemec (2015) proves. We are going to
use this fact as basis for our assumption that procuring entities can, by their
means, restrict number of opposing bidders, by limiting the number of suppliers
that can bid for any given contract.

The rest of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews applicable literature
from academic journals and non-government organizations covering the topics
of political connections and public procurement. Chapter 3 summarizes these
findings to form the basis for our analysis. Chapter 4 describes how the data was
gathered and explains the meaning of different variables deemed important for
the research. Chapter 5 describes the models used for analysis and the results
and chapter 6 concludes and summarizes the findings.
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Figure 1.1: Public procurement-to-GDP ratio, OECD34 marks the
average in all 34 OECD countries

Source: OECD (2011)



Chapter 2

Literature and law review

2.1 Political connections a factor for firms
For proponents of small government, the distortion of market through govern-
ment intervention is almost indisputable fact. Another lens would be a moral
one, looking at rent-seeking behavior of politicians and firms alike. Let us look
at the evidence which could shed some light in the issue.

Firstly, it is important to identify to what extent is research on public
procurement, rent-seeking and political connections applicable to the case of
Slovakia. As Faccio (2006) noted, studies on “clean” US system are able to
imply relationship between campaign donations and influence of related interest
groups in legislative bodies. However it is difficult to infer direct effects of such
donations. In the case of US, stock value was used as a proxy (Ansolabehere
et al., 2004). In the case of Slovakia, use of these measures is limited, because
of very small percentage of publicly traded companies. Another proxy that was
used to infer effects of political connectedness was value of public procurement
contracts for connected firms, as compared to firms which are not connected.
This effect has been observed for both personal connections with South Korean
ex-president Lee Myung Bak by Schoenherr (2019), and connections through
donations to leading Czech political parties (Titl & Geys, 2019). On the other
hand, in United States setting, donations have not been proven to be significant
when industry variable was introduced. However, personal connections of CEOs
to parties have been shown to be significant. Let us look more closely at last
two mentioned papers.

Titl & Geys (2019) has studied public procurement in Czech republic,
specifically between years 2006 and 2013. They showcased positive correla-
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tion between donations and total value of public procurement contracts a firm
wins. Furthermore, they showed even stronger correlation when the party to
which the firm donates is in power, which means they are de-facto in control
of regional governments which allocate the contracts. Lastly, they have shown
that the firms that win their first contract after an election have higher total
value of contracts allocated to them. While we concur that this behavior hints
at public procurement manipulation, we are not of the opinion that is suffi-
ciently proven and do not agree with the conclusion that it must be the new
government manipulating the results, but one can reason that it can also be
correction for ex-ante manipulation of previous government.

Schoenherr (2019) on the other hand studied political connections in South
Korean setting. In the analysis, focusing on president Lee Myung Bak, a person
was considered politically connected to him if they both graduated the same
college(Korea University Business Administration), or served as an executive
in the same company (Hyundai Engineering & Construction). A firm was
considered politically connected if the CEO was politically connected. He has
shown that if defined this way, not only were newly appointed officials and state-
firm CEO’s disproportionately overrepresented from the presidents network,
but private firms from this network won more public contracts in terms of
value. It should be noted that in this case, some connections were proven to be
illegal, and the president was sentenced to 15 years in prison and substantial
fine. This further supports the idea that political connections through personal
ties and their utilization in public procurement might serve as an indicator when
assessing rent-seeking and illegal behavior.

It should be noted that these effects do not have to be present in every
setting. Evidence from United States shows that while personal connections of
board members to political parties did matter (Goldman et al., 2013), connec-
tions through donations were found to be insignificant when model controlled
for industry effect. As the author noted, institutional setting might play a
big role for such effects to manifest, and we expect political connections to be
important in less-developed countries.

On case of Italian municipalities, Coviello & Gagliarducci (2017) shows that
political connections also exist on personal level. In their work, they show that
when a new mayor is elected, public spending is rationalized. It reduces the
discretion to use less transparent procurement formats, and reduces the prob-
ability of renegotiation. They emphasize the effectiveness of term–limits to
induce exogenous change to procuring bodies. The importance of exogenous
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change is further supported by study of procurement in Paraguay (Auriol et al.,
2016). They show that increased public scrutiny leads to public procurement
using more transparent methods, and in turn increase savings. They show
this on direct experiment, where in the first two years, state firms used direct
procurement procedure disproportionately. In the second two year period, in-
creased public scrutiny forced the companies to use more open procedures. As
a result, the savings were shown to be between 17% and 27%. They also catego-
rize rent–seeking in public procurement as having negative effect on economic
efficiency. When rent–seeking firms are the disproportionately profitable, (Au-
riol et al., 2016) argue that more talent and resources are channeled into such
enterprises.

There is strong motivation to create a special definition for political con-
nectedness in Slovakia, stemming from the way political parties were financed in
Slovakia. Corruption is seen as the most problematic factor for doing business
in surveys conducted by the World Economic Forum (2015). Furthermore, firms
report that they, and other similar firms, gave unofficial payments to political
parties. This was more prevalent in businesses with 15 and more employees
(Sičáková-Beblavá, 2002). This assumption of nontransparent financing is fur-
ther strengthened by numerous scandals, such as Mikuláš Dzurinda, the head of
SDKU party leaving politics because he could not sufficiently explain party fi-
nances (Dzurinda: Financovanie SDKÚ? Na všetko odpovedať nevieme, 2010).
Now ex-prime minister, Robert Fico of SMER was also recorded on tape, talk-
ing about securing 75 millions Slovak crowns himself. The official donations
for year 2002, when the recording allegedly took place was under 5 millions
(Vagovič, 2010).

2.2 Legal background in Slovak Republic
The information available to public is affected by three laws. Firstly, the law
which specifies which aspects of finances of a political parties are made public,
and imposes penalties for incorrect reporting. Second, a constitutional amend-
ment which prohibits lawmakers, ministers and directors of specific state-owned
companies to be statutory members of companies. This is relaxed for regional
and municipal lawmakers. The third law sets the rules for public procurement
and specifies which types of public procurement are applicable for each situa-
tion.
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2.2.1 Law concerning financing of political parties

Donation data used in our analysis is created in accordance to the law of po-
litical parties and movements 424/1991, which was changed in 2000 to include
penalties if parties did not include basic information about donations, finances
and leadership, or if parties did not turn in any annual report(Sičáková-Beblavá,
2002). This law was replaced in 2005 by law 85/2005, which required all donors
to sign donation contract. Furthermore, the law requires parties to also include
membership fees which are higher than twice the reported mean monthly wage.
Still, the law only pertains to direct financing, ignoring loans. Nontransparent
loans are also used as means of finance in Slovakia, as shown on the case of
SDKU, which offloaded 22 million Slovak crowns loan to an offshore company
(Rybář, 2011).

2.2.2 Law concerning conflict of interest and lawmaker en-
trepreneurship

In 2004, a constitutional law number 357 was passed, aimed at curtailing con-
flict of interest among public officials. Relevant part states that public officials
should not be a statutory of any company while holding office. However, no
other positions were considered, and close persons, such as family members
do not have any such constraints. This further supports the idea that a close
person might benefit from conflict of interest, and therefore such relationships
should be considered.

2.2.3 Law concerning the public procurement

Spanning the years of our analysis, the law concerning public procurement
changes, on average, every two years. An in-depth analysis is outside the scope
of this thesis. The subjective opinions of Slovak firms towards the procurement
law is perhaps best illustrated by Table 2.1. The changes concerned mainly two
points. Firstly, the specific estimated price cutoffs for simplified procurement
procedures were adjusted. Secondly, it modifies the list of situations where
certain public procurement procedures can be foregone, such as in cases of
emergency and protection of state’s security interest. These changes affect the
scope of our analysis. We can expect some tenders, which would otherwise
be published on Slovak public procurement journal to be unreported in our
analysis. Thus, the findings are only valid on certain subset of tenders. Because
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of this, we are unable to infer relationship between political connections and
tenders with smaller value.

Table 2.1: Slovak public procurement law, number of normalized
pages

Law number Validity Date Main text pages Annexes pages
263 / 1993 Coll 1.1.1994 14 14
263 / 1999 Coll 1.1.2000 48 10
523 / 2003 Coll 1.1.2004 89 9
25 / 2006 Coll 1.2.2006 208 21
343 / 2015 Coll 3.12.2015 259 16

Source: Grega et al. (2019)

Estimated price

The estimation of price for public procurement should be based primarily on
past procurements of the same or comparable good or service. If this is not
possible, a market research, consultation or other suitable means are to be
used. Based on the estimated price contracts are divided into 4 categories. The
contracts with higher estimated value require more transparent and rigorous
procedures. The categories are: above-threshold contracts, below-threshold
contracts and small-value contracts.

Financial limits based on estimated price

1. Above–limit contracts
A contract is considered an above-limit contract, when its estimated value is
above 5150000 EUR for construction contracts, above 412000 EUR for goods
and services, and above 206000 EUR or 133000 EUR for special cases, such as
arms and other goods specifically stated in the law.

2. Below–limit contracts
A contract is considered below-limit, if its estimated price is below that of an
above-limit contract, and above 60000 EUR for goods and services, or above
360000 EUR for construction contracts

3. Below–threshold contracts
A contract is considered below-threshold, if the estimated price is below that
of a below-limit contract, and at the same time greater than 30000 EUR for
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goods and services, and 120000 EUR for construction work

4. Small–value contract
A contract is considered a small-value contract, if its estimated value is below
that of a below-threshold contract.

The specific limits can then be adjusted every year by Slovak office for
public procurement, and thus are subject to change. Similar limits apply when
procurement is managed by an outside company, where state has at least 50%
stake in the contract, and when the reward for fulfilling the contract is based
on concession, e.g. renting office space in government-owned building.

Processes in public procurement are: Open procedure, Restricted proce-
dure, Negotiated procedure with publication, Negotiated procedure without
publication (direct negotiated procedure), Competitive dialogue and Innova-
tive partnership. There is also the possibility to award the contract outright,
given that it is an emergency or deemed in interest of Slovak security. The
category of contract then predefines which processes of public procurement can
be used. For instance, in the case of above-limit contracts, the available pro-
cesses are: open procedure, restricted procedure, negotiated procedure with
publication, negotiated procedure without publication, competitive dialogue
and innovative partnership. The entity responsible for the procurement is ex-
pected to use the open procedure, and should only use the other ones in cases
specified in the law.

To make the results more general, the processes were reclassified to fit the
World Trade Organization’s Revised Agreement on Government Procurement.
The processes are:

• open tendering: a procurement method whereby all interested suppliers
may submit a tender.

• limited tendering: a procurement method whereby the procuring entity
contacts a supplier or suppliers of its choice.

• selective tendering: a procurement method whereby only qualified sup-
pliers are invited by the procuring entity to submit a tender.

It should be noted that generally, only above-limit and below-limit procure-
ments are required to be publicly disclosed to Slovak public procurement office.
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In practice, this means that limited, selective and direct tendering are not go-
ing to be fully represented. Specifically, either the procuring entity willingly
shared information about procurement when it was not legally obligated to do
so, or it used it’s discretion to use these methods instead of open tender.

2.3 Public procurement
In market economies, state and state–owned firms buy goods and services from
the private sector using primarily public procurement. In Slovakia, public pro-
curement consists of just over 40% of government expenditure, as can be seen
in Figure 2.1. This creates big incentives for firms to try to influence procuring
entities so that they can capture this revenue stream. One of the ways how an
auction can be influenced is by including increasing importance of manipulative
attributes. Laffont & Tirole (1991) and Burguet & Che (2004) have emphasized
using specific weighting rules to help reduce their importance. But even when
low price is singular criterion, the bureaucrat can help their favored firms by
letting them readjust the bid during the process, or readjusting the contract
after it is awarded, as shown by Compte et al. (2005). Excluding the influence
of auction designer and bureaucrat overseeing the process, yet another way of
influencing the auction is collusion among bidders (Froeb et al., 1993). While
this has also been observed in Slovak public procurement (Sramelova & Blazo,
2015), the last mechanisms mentioned does not imply political connections.

Slovakia’s case of public procurement seems to be in line with previous
research on public procurement and auctions. Grega & Nemec (2015) and
Šípoš & Klátik (2013) have shown that an increase in number of competitors
leads to savings. They have also shown that the use of electronic auction and
lowest-price criterion led to a decrease in prices. High administrative costs are
partially to blame for the low number of competing bidders. As Grega et al.
(2019) found out in survey of slovak companies:

“Slovak procurement legislation was revised 35 times in the
decade as per 2006. For as early as 2008, Strand et al. (2011)
had calculated that amongst EU members, for procurements above
the EU threshold, Slovak procurement administrative costs per ten-
der were the fifth highest for contractors, and costs per bid were the
second highest for suppliers. Our survey showed that in 2017, 68 %
of contractors and 59 % of suppliers identified excessive bureaucracy
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as one of the top three effciency problems with the Slovak procure-
ment system. 56 % of contractors also blamed frequent changes in
legislation.”
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Figure 2.1: General government procurement spending as a percent-
age of GDP and total government expenditures, 2007,
2009 and 2015

Source: OECD (2017)



Chapter 3

Procurement and politics in
Slovakia

3.1 Politics and procurement, cases
Slovakia underwent transformation in the 1990’s, where previously state-owned
enterprises were privatized. Political connections were useful mainly in direct
sales of enterprises, where government sold firms and assets directly to a spe-
cific person or company. Some examples include selling a company to father
of then minister of privatization Ivan Lexa, selling companies for price lower
than current cash assets or purposefully omitting offers from firms not close to
the government from final decision. These cases of corruption prove that there
was a system of extracting value from the state, into the pockets of politically
connected privatizers. It logically follows that if the state would require goods
or services which these privatized firms supply, the same connections could
be used to influence the public procurement into awarding the contract to a
connected firm. Similarly, new firms created by politically connected persons
could profit from same system of influencing public procurement. Since the
1990’s, Slovakia finished privatization of most state-owned firms and the most
significant way, how a bad actor could extract value from the state is via pub-
lic procurement. Compared to privatization, public procurement is arguably
better monitored and rules are enforced by an independent organization, the
Slovak public procurement office. If mismanagement is proven, the individuals
responsible can face criminal charges, helping accountability. The only criminal
convictions so far were for political nominees from SNS, a Slovak nationalist
party, for a tender nicknamed wall-board tender, in which company allegedly
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close to the party president won contract in a tender which did not follow the
process set out by law.

There are various ways the procuring party can either increase or decrease
the competitiveness of a contract. This is done mainly by setting requirements
for companies which can send their offers, or choosing less competitive process
of procurement, for example awarding contract outright, rather then overseeing
an open auction. In law, this discretion is given on basis that emergencies re-
quire fast reactions, and so lengthy processes would lead to sub-optimal results.
For smaller contracts, the estimated savings should be weighted against cost of
the process. With these two tools, a bad actor could restrict the competition,
and this would have effect on lower number of opposing bidders, as well as
adverse effect on price.

The procurement method that is most resistant to distortion is open tender-
ing. When any supplier is allowed to join the competition with their offer, there
are only two ways how the procuring body can influence the process. First,
it can give too much weight in final decision to technical and methodological
documentation, and subsequently rate the suppliers in a way to boost scores of
favorites. The second is to set deadlines and documentation recommendations
in such a way, that it would be hard for companies without prior knowledge
to effectively prepare their offer. There is anecdotal evidence apparent in the
public procurements announced in the two days proceeding Christmas holidays
in Slovakia, where the number of tenders doubled in the year 2019, compared
to the average number of tenders announced per day. If a sufficient number
of offers is not received by the deadline, the procuring body can then choose
a different process. There are of course valid reasons to choose less transpar-
ent methods, and in that case, we can only try to compare the outcome with
similar tenders procured using a different method.

We argue that companies which are politically connected can influence the
procuring bodies into choosing less transparent procedures, and that when
using these procedures the connected firms will benefit by having less compe-
tition. This thesis does not analyze bid-rigging, which results in higher prices
but needs not to have an effect on number of bids for the contract. In such a
case, not even controlling for firm size, political connections or industry would
lead to identifying the underlying cause.

There is no easy way to predict which entities have paid “unofficial” pay-
ments, as referred to in Sičáková-Beblavá (2002). However, we can argue that
because political parties also need official donations, these donations would
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come from vicinity of unofficial donors. That is why we propose to create a
network around each official donor. This donor will contain business partners
of each donor, as well as household members. Unless the unofficial donors are
completely isolated from the official donors, this network will eventually include
all the unofficial donors. Inclusion of unofficial donors should be crucial, espe-
cially considering that their political connection can be perceived as stronger
than that of a regular donor.

Politicians in office are forbidden from competing for government contracts.
This does not, however, exclude their family members, and firms of their busi-
ness partners. Nor does it prevent them from competing for government con-
tracts after they leave the office. For this reason, a network is created for
each politician, which includes members of their household and their business
partners.

3.2 Proposals for analysis
We will do two types of analyses on our data. First, we will asses public pro-
curement from the supplier view. The case of Paraguay, as shown by Auriol
et al. (2016), points that corrupt firms won contracts of higher value. Using
political connections as proxy for possible collusion, we can test this using pro-
curement data on value of contracts, winners of said contracts and political
connections, while controlling for size of winning firm represented by number
of employees, as well as type of goods and services it supplies and most common
type of trading partner in procurement. We will also test whether these com-
panies also face less competition, we will need to compare the average number
of bidders which competed against these firms. Moreover, we will test whether
politically connected firms extract more total value from public procurement,
as expressed by total value of all contracts won by certain firm.

Second type of analysis will be made on level of tender lot, which is the
smallest part of tender for which a bid can be submitted. We will compare open
tenders with limited and selective tenders. While open tenders are mostly going
to be affected by auction design, which is decided at legislative level, limited
and selective tenders are more prone to be affected by direct intervention by
a bureaucrat. Because of the nature of available data, analysis will focus only
on number of opposing bidders. That means we will only analyze only possible
effects before the contract was signed, and not renegotiations or cancellations.



Chapter 4

Dataset preparation and definitions

4.1 Definitions of connections
This thesis aims to study two types of political connections. First is based
on donations made to political parties. We argue that people and firms can
influence politicians through donations to their political party. These transfers
can occur ex-ante, as well as ex-post the rent is extracted from the state, so
this study will not differentiate the year this donation was made. We will also
create a “social network” for these donors. In this social network, we assumed
connection between two people if they either:

1. Share the same family name and address or

2. Share official post within the same company (director, member of the
board, owner)

For all people which we identify as either a politicians or a donors, we
infer connection with other firms with which they co-own other companies.
This process is repeated 3 times, to include a wider social network in our
analysis. For example, by widening the definition of connected firms, a company
of a donor’s business partner would be included as being connected to the
politician’s party.

Second type of connection is based on closeness to a politician, either by
sharing household or by sharing post in the same company. Politicians are
all candidates for parliament, as well as all mayors. All candidates for parlia-
mentary seats are connected to the parties for which they ran. All mayors are
connected to parties that nominated them. Again, a social network is created,
and firms with second type of political connections are identified. This process
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is also repeated 3 times. This procedure effectively creates a social network for
each political party. We repeated this procedure for all parties which held seats
in Slovak parliament. For all companies and persons, the closest connection
to the party is denoted. These networks are then joined with public procure-
ment data set, enriching information about the winning bidder. For a diagram
explaining this procedure, please see Figure A.1.

There are some drawbacks in using this technique. Firstly, it is not possible
to identify the person accurately in case there is more than one person with the
same name living in the same town in case of first-tier political connections.
That is because political candidates don’t publicly disclose their address, only
municipality. However, the largest municipality in Slovakia has only 175000
inhabitants, with average of 69000 inhabitants per municipality. That makes
a mismatch unlikely, however it is important to keep the possibility in mind.
Furthermore, even such mismatch could still be seen as random error, and thus
will not affect the inference.

4.2 Sources of data
Public procurement data from years 2009 to 2019 are collected by Digiwhist.eu
project, an EU-funded project aimed at improving open governance in Europe,
namely public accountability, transparency and risk assessment of European
tenders. The open dataset includes basic information about each tender, such
as name of the buyer and bidder, whether the tender was for goods, services or
utilities and final value of the tender.

All information on owners and stakeholders in companies is extracted from
the Slovak registry of legal persons (RPO), by the proxy of ekosystem.digital
platform. The data is obtainable as a fully recreated SQL database containing
tables of all companies registered in Slovakia, all their statutory officials and
owners, if applicable. All these persons also have all their address entries
listed. That allows us to create the social networks, mentioned in the previous
subchapter.

Donation data is manually extracted from annual reports of political par-
ties, which are available online for every year since 2003. Reports from 2003 to
2014 are available on web-page of national parliament, while reports from years
after 2014 are available at the web-page of Ministry of interior, where a Com-
mission for Elections and Political Parties Financing oversees the completeness
and correctness of these reports. Parties are required to include an opinion of
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an external auditor, and there is no reason to believe they might be incomplete.
However, financing before 2003 as well as loans and specific conditions of such
loans are not transparent and could reveal even more connections. We have
collected annual reports from the following parties: ANO, KDH, KSS, Kotleba-
LSNS, Most-Hid, NOVA, OLANO, SDKU-DS, #SIET, HZDS, SaS, SNS, SME
Rodina, SMER. Other means of financing, such as loans to the party or indi-
vidual campaigns also can have de–facto the same effect as donations, but were
not reported.

Politicians are identified by using two sources. One is a list of all elected
mayors along with parties that nominated them. Second one are ballots for
parliamentary elections. Each mayor is connected to each of the parties which
nominated them, and each politician is connected to all parties under which
they ran. Both data sources were collected from year 2002 to 2019.

4.3 Merging the data sources
Each firm that donated to a political party is defined as being directly connected
to the party. For each person that donated to a party, we take their household,
defined by full address and surname, and define all firms in which the household
has ownership stake or holds statutory position as being directly connected to
the party. Each firm owned by a mayor or parliamentary candidate is defined
as being directly connected to the party that nominated them.

Because the annual reports of political parties, as well as public procure-
ment data rarely contained company identification number, we first identified
the companies by their name, which was compared to names of all companies in
Slovak company registry. In Slovakia, firms can not share a name with another
company already in the company registrar. Thus, we obtained their identifi-
cation number, which we used to link all shareholders and stakeholders. We
used the addresses under which a person registered to look for other connected
persons, who shared the same family name and address, as a proxy for familiar
relationships. While this method does invite some errors, and cases of people
sharing address and family name while also not being related are possible, we
assert that such errors would be random and rare, and not affect validity of
our analysis.

The result is a data table where each public procurement tender has an
indicator of political connectedness through donations, through personal con-
nections with politicians, and an indicator of strength of such connection. Com-
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pared to other studies, which focus on aggregate measures, this study infers
such relationship also on specific tenders, and shows that these connections
have statistically significant explanatory value for final price of contract, as
well as number of competing bidders for contracts where politically connected
bidder wins the contract.

4.4 Final form of variables
Each company in our dataset now has 2 categorical variables for each party they
could be connected to, as well as 6 variables indicating overall connectedness,
scores that take in account all political connections of a company. Variable
of form donor_"name of party"_tier can take on values 0 to 3, with value 3
meaning the most direct connection, value 2 meaning a connection to a com-
pany with value 3 and 1 meaning a connection to a company with score 2.
Score 0 means that company is not connected to any of the companies scored
2 or 3. Variables of form personal_"name of party"_tier are constructed in
the same way, with companies of parliamentary candidates and mayors having
score 3, companies connected to them directly having score 2 and so on. Over-
all donor connectedness is then calculated for a variable named donor_tier,
which is a sum of all variables in form of donor_"name of party"_tier plus
1. Overall personal connectedness is calculated the same way for variables in
form of personal_"name of party"_tier. Two transformations are then made
on these overall connectedness variables, one a natural logarithm and second a
dummy variable taking on values 0 if the original value is 0 and 1 otherwise.
We plan on testing all transforms for significance, in order to capture more
complex stages of interconnectedness.

To keep the number of variables manageable, we opted to include only the
largest parties as standalone variables, which are parties that won more than
10% of popular vote in any parliamentary elections since year 2002. Other
parties which were in the parliament after the year 1993 are lumped into shared
category denoted “other” instead of a party name. All variables describing
connections for one firm are constant over the period so a change in leadership
or management over time can not remove the connection, only add new one.
The choice of sticky variables reflects the fact that we are not able to infer
whether a donation would precede a favorable contract. In case of personal
connections, the timing of manifestation, as described in our analysis, is not
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important, rather that it reveals a connection that existed also before the official
record was available.

The variable that is time-sensitive is party in power variables pertaining to
both donor and personal connections. For data on bid-level, this variable is
equal to 1 if at the time of tender decision date, a party to which a connection
exists is in the government, defined as holding a ministry. This is differentiated
for personal connections and donor connections.

4.5 Dataset description
After the different data sources are combined, we have two datasets, one on
company level, and one on tender-level. First, we can find out whether compa-
nies owned by politicians are overrepresented in our sample, compared to how
common they are among all companies. It is not true for any of the major
political parties we study. It should be noted that the number of firms tied to
politicians is also underrepresented in the sample, compared to their ratio in
the whole population of Slovak firms. If we include firms with ties to tier 2
firms but not tier 1 firms, the overall ratio of representation is close to 1 to 1
for all parties, as seen in Table 4.1.

Next, let us look at the number of companies tied with donors. We can
see very similar structure, with companies tied directly to donors being un-
der represented. Companies tied to tier 3 donor companies are also under
represented compared to populace. Tier 1 donor companies are again over rep-
resented compared to populace, with exceptions of OLANO and SMER and
SMK, who’s whole network is underrepresented in public procurement. Over-
all, the network of political donors is represented 1 to 1, as can be seen in
Table 4.2.

As can be seen in Table 4.3, smaller companies are more prevalent also in
public procurement winners. Firms with 0 or unknown number of employees
are foreign firms and domestic firms which act as organizational structure for
other companies, domestic and foreign. Directors are not counted towards this
number.
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Table 4.1: Representation of differently connected public procure-
ment winners owned by politicians compared to number
of companies owned by politicians in Slovakia

party connection no connection tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 some
personal_hzds_tier 100.0% 111.7% 66.8% 61.8% 99.9%
personal_olano_tier 103.1% 88.1% 52.7% 38.6% 83.9%
personal_other_tier 81.4% 155.1% 116.7% 83.5% 123.9%
personal_sas_tier 103.2% 88.6% 51.6% 39.2% 83.9%
personal_sdku_tier 99.2% 112.3% 73.1% 65.3% 102.2%
personal_smer_tier 97.1% 120.4% 79.0% 71.6% 106.4%
personal_smk_tier 99.9% 106.3% 73.9% 90.9% 100.2%
personal_sns_tier 99.1% 113.2% 74.2% 60.4% 102.3%
average 97.9% 112.0% 73.5% 63.9% 100.4%
average without other 100.2% 105.8% 67.3% 61.1% 97.0%

Source: Author
Note: each type of connection is compared to baseline, which is disproportionate, thus rows

do not add to 300%

Table 4.2: Representation of differently connected public procure-
ment winners owned by donors compared to number of
companies owned by politicians in Slovakia

party connection no connection tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 some
donor_hzds_tier 99.4% 115.9% 65.2% 37.3% 101.7%
donor_olano_tier 102.3% 99.5% 52.4% 26.3% 91.0%
donor_other_tier 93.8% 130.6% 87.6% 59.4% 112.1%
donor_sas_tier 100.1% 106.4% 65.9% 86.7% 99.4%
donor_sdku_tier 98.6% 115.6% 71.3% 40.2% 103.7%
donor_smer_tier 102.5% 99.8% 53.6% 26.0% 90.9%
donor_smk_tier 101.2% 97.7% 79.0% 99.5% 95.2%
donor_sns_tier 97.7% 116.3% 77.7% 60.7% 106.1%
average 99.5% 110.2% 69.1% 54.5% 100.0%
average without other 100.3% 107.3% 66.5% 53.8% 98.3%

Source: Author
Note: each type of connection is compared to baseline, which is disproportionate, thus rows

do not add to 300%

4.6 Tender level

4.6.1 Party in power

To analyze whether being connected to party sitting in the government at the
contract decision date, we have constructed a party in power variable. There
are two types of variables, one for companies in donor networks and one for
companies in personal networks. This variable is constructed for each of the
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Table 4.3: Number of employees of companies which won at least one
public procurement contract

Number of employees total companies
0_unknown 3303
20_and_less 4074
100_and_less 951
1000_and_less 313
1000_and_more 84

Source: Author

parties with more than 10% in parliamentary elections. Party in power date
cutoffs are defined for all governments after 16.10.2002 to 12.6.2019, so the
whole studied period is included. For overview about which parties were in
power at which dates, please see Table A.5 in Appendix A. Out of the public
procurement contracts in data set, 15727 were awarded to companies which
did not donate and were not in donor network, while only 845 were awarded to
companies which did donate, and party to which they donated was in national
government at the time, compared to 1889 contracts awarded to other donors.
The rest were awarded to companies in donor networks, both those connected
to party in power and those which were not, 5106 and 12491 respectively. When
looking at companies connected directly to politicians, 13618 were awarded to
companies which did not donate and were not in any politician’s network, while
1383 were awarded to companies which were at some point directly connected
to a politician who was member of ruling party at the time of tender decision
date. Firms which were directly personally connected to a politician, but the
politician’s party was not in power at the time of decision were awarded total
of 3433 contracts. The rest were awarded to companies in personal networks of
politicians, both those connected to party in power and those which were not,
4267 and 13357 respectively.

4.6.2 Political connections

Most of the tenders which have been awarded, were awarded to companies in
personal networks of politicians (up to tier 1). Out of the 30835 contracts stud-
ied, only 13618 were contracted outside of this sphere of influence (Table A.8).
For companies connected to donors, this number is higher, 15727, meaning just
over half of all contracts awarded in our dataset were awarded to companies
which were not connected to any donor (Table A.9). Both these numbers in-
clude tenders awarded to non-Slovak companies. Biggest discrepancy between
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number of different companies connected to a certain party and winners of
public procurement can be seen for firms connected directly to politicians from
SMK. Only 18 companies were able to win total of 552 tenders, compared to 15
companies donating to OLANO winning a total of 28 tenders. While this does
not necessarily imply corruption or illicit dealings, it shows that the networks
of parties vary significantly.

4.6.3 Other summaries

Final dataset contains 11853 tenders which were funded or co–funded by the
European Union. Out of the 36058 tenders, 30835 tenders were conducted using
the open procedure, 4863 were conducted using limited tendering, and 360 used
selective tendering. In line with distribution of firm size amongst procurement
winners, small companies secured most overall contracts, but less contracts per
company than larger firms (see Table A.6 for full distribution). Concerning
the goods and services requested, 10116 contracts were for construction works,
14895 were for goods and supplies, with the rest, 11047 for services. We also
divide tenders based on type of institution which required the goods or services.
For their distribution, please see Table A.7 in the appendix.



Chapter 5

Quantitative analysis and results

5.1 Choice of models studied
Using the variables we constructed previously, We want to study two main
questions. Firstly, we want to know whether political connections have an ef-
fect on public procurement, as measured by value of contracts of politically
connected firms as opposed to firms which are not connected, and secondly,
whether this effect extends to business partners and family of politically con-
nected people and firms. We will try to answer these questions by assessing
the following hypotheses on firm–level:

• Hypothesis 1: Politically connected firms win contracts of the same value
as firms which are not.

• Hypothesis 1a: Politically connected firms win contracts of higher value
than firms which are not.

• Hypothesis 1b: Politically connected firms win contracts of lower value
than firms which are not.

• Hypothesis 2: Politically connected firms face the same competition in
contracts they win, as expressed by number of opposing bidders.

• Hypothesis 2a: Politically connected firms face more competition in con-
tracts they win, as expressed by number of opposing bidders.

• Hypothesis 2b: Politically connected firms face less competition in con-
tracts they win, as expressed by number of opposing bidders.
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• Hypothesis 3: Politically connected firms win the same total value of
contracts as firms which are not.

• Hypothesis 3a: Politically connected firms win greater total value of con-
tracts than firms which are not.

• Hypothesis 3b: Politically connected firms win lesser total value of con-
tracts than firms which are not.

On tender–level, we construct the following hypotheses:

• Hypothesis 4: Number of bidders in tenders won by politically connected
companies is the same as in tenders won by unconnected companies.

• Hypothesis 4a: Number of bidders in tenders won by politically connected
companies is higher than in others.

• Hypothesis 4b: Number of bidders in tenders won by politically connected
companies is lower than in others.

• Hypothesis 5: Tender procedure method does not change how these con-
nections affect the final outcome.

• Hypothesis 5a: Tender procedure method influences how these connec-
tions affect the final outcome.

Finally, for both levels we would like to evaluate the following:

• Hypothesis 6: Connections to all parties have the same effect.

• Hypothesis 6a: Connections to different parties have different effects.

• Hypothesis 7: Firms which are connected to political parties through a
business relationship with donor’s or politician’s network are not affected
by similar effects.

• Hypothesis 7a: Firms which are connected to political parties through a
business relationship with donor’s or politician’s network are also affected
by similar effects.

To study these effects, we are going to employ OLS linear regression. First,
we run the regression on all variables which we expect to have some effect on
the dependent variable. Then, we create a restricted model, which consists only
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of variables that are statistically significant on their own. We then test the re-
maining variables for joint significance at 0.05 level to decide whether to use the
restricted or unrestricted model. This is done to focus only on significant vari-
ables, as advised by Wooldridge (2015). Where heteroskedasticity is present,
as implied by Breusch-Pagan test, we will use robust standard errors. Robust
standard errors are also employed when comparing models with full set of vari-
ables and models employing only variables which are statistically significant.
Tenders those were conducted using the open procedure will be analyzed apart
from the rest when looking at the tender–level. Because of nature of our data,
we will not conduct quantitative inference from coefficients, but will reserve
ourselves to comment on the qualitative effects.

5.2 Political connectedness and public procure-
ment outcomes on firm-level

Firstly, we would like to assess whether politically connected firms win, on av-
erage, contracts of higher value than those which are not politically connected.
For each firm, an average of value of all contracts won is calculated, and a
natural logarithm of this value is set as the dependent variable. Closeness to
each political party, firm size, most common buyer type and supply type are
used as predictors, shown in Equation 5.1.

log_mean_contract_value = β0 + β1 ∗ mode_buyerType+

β2 ∗ mode_tender_supplyType + β3 ∗ size + β4 ∗ personal_tier+

β5 ∗ donor_tier + γ ∗ donor_party_tier + γ ∗ personal_party_tier+

β6 ∗ donated + β7 ∗ personal+

β8 ∗ log_donor_tier + β9 ∗ log_personal_tier

(5.1)

However, not all variables seem to be statistically significant. We con-
structed a second model, restricted only on statistically significant predictors,
with p value smaller than 0.05, and used a Wald test with heteroskedasticity-
robust standard errors to test for joint significance of the excluded variables.
We fail to reject the null hypothesis that coefficients of excluded variables are
not equal to 0, on 0.36 significance level. Thus, we will analyze the results
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of the restricted model, containing only variables for parties with statistically
significant coefficients. The new form of the equation is shown in Equation 5.2

log_mean_contract_value = β0 + β1 ∗ mode_buyerType+

β2 ∗ mode_tender_supplyType + β3 ∗ size

γ ∗ donor_party_tier + γ ∗ personal_party_tier

(5.2)

When we assess the results in Table 5.1, we can see two effects pertaining
to our hypotheses. Firstly, companies that are connected to donors to either
SDKU or HZDS seem to capture more lucrative contracts. It should be noted
that this effect is not significant for donors themselves. The effect is significant
also for companies two-steps removed from the donors. This would support the
previous assumption that donations are evidence of political connectedness of
the whole network. Such an effect was not observed as statistically significant
at the 0.05 level for any other party, not for donors or companies connected to
donors. Second, companies to which an SNS or SAS politician or someone from
the politician’s household is directly connected as either owner or stakeholder
seem to win contracts of lesser value. For SNS, a negative effect of lesser
magnitude was also found for companies one-removed from the politician’s
companies.

It might, however, be more interesting to look at the overall value of all
contracts won by a particular company. Using the same independent variables
to explain the natural logarithm of the sum of all contracts won. We propose
a model of the form described in Equation 5.3.

log_sum_contract_value = β0 + β1 ∗ mode_buyerType+

β2 ∗ mode_tender_supplyType + β3 ∗ size + β4 ∗ personal_tier+

β5 ∗ donor_tier + γ ∗ donor_party_tier + γ ∗ personal_party_tier+

β6 ∗ donated + β7 ∗ personal+

β8 ∗ log_donor_tier + β9 ∗ log_personal_tier

(5.3)

We employed a similar way of selecting significant predictors, keeping only
parties for which the effect was statistically significant. The Wald test showed
that variables for overall connectedness were not jointly significant, as were
most of the party connections. The final results can be seen in Table 5.2. Here,
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donations made to HZDS, SDKU and SNS all seem to have a positive effect on
the amount of public procurement won by firms in the network. Furthermore, a
lesser, but still statistically significant effect was seen on companies connected
to the donors. This would further support the hypothesis that not only the
donors, but also donor’s network profits from certain connections. On the other
hand, there seems to be a negative effect for companies connected to politicians
from HZDS and SAS, also pertaining to firms in the near network. The only
case where the firms in network experienced a positive effect from being directly
connected to politicians were firms connected to SMK.

Lastly, let us see if the average number of competitors a firm faces in pro-
curement on average is somehow related to political connections, using the same
set of predictors as last time. This would be perhaps the strongest evidence
that public procurement is manipulated in a way that profits some companies
and disadvantages the others. Let us estimate a model in form of Equation 5.4.

average_n_competitors = β0 + β1 ∗ mode_buyerType+

β2 ∗ mode_tender_supplyType + β3 ∗ size + β4 ∗ personal_tier+

β5 ∗ donor_tier + γ ∗ donor_party_tier + γ ∗ personal_party_tier+

β6 ∗ donated + β7 ∗ personal+

β8 ∗ log_donor_tier + β9 ∗ log_personal_tier

(5.4)

When we employ the same rule of restricting our model as previously, we
are left with 4 variables pertaining to political connections. The results, shown
in Table 5.3, show that in case of number of competitors, a negative effect
was observed for a variable measuring overall connectedness to a party through
donations, without effects of the parties differentiating, with the notable excep-
tion of SMER. Companies of SMER politicians, and companies in their network
seem to be facing more competition per tender, especially if they are not in
donor’s network.

These results might seem ambiguous, because while donors of some parties
seem to enjoy positive effects, such as more overall value from public procure-
ment, and face less competition, companies of politicians and their networks
seem to be disadvantaged. A more in-depth analysis of the tenders in the next
section might reveal reasons for this discrepancy.

So far, we have shown some evidence that donors and companies connected
to them, all other things considered equal, are more successful than other con-
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cerning overall value gained from public procurement and amount of compe-
tition they face. We can reject hypothesis 1, 2 and 3, but the alternative
hypothesis that is more likely depends on the specific party. This is further
evidence to reject Hypothesis 6. Finally, we have discovered some evidence to
also reject hypothesis 7, because all statistically significant coefficients signify-
ing party connection had consistent effect, either positive or negative.

5.3 Political connections on tender level
The next proposed models aim to prove hypotheses 6 and 7. Under null hypoth-
esis, we do not expect contracts awarded to politically connected companies to
differ from contracts awarded to companies that are not politically connected.
Let us compare the number of opposing bidders, controlling for size of the bid-
ding company, type of the buyer, what was the item of procurement (goods,
services, supplies), and seeing whether connections through donations or per-
sonal connections are important. Compared to the last analyses on firm-level,
we will also be able to differentiate whether the company winning the contract
is connected to a party holding one of the ministries, described as party in
power in our analysis.

Let us assume that open tenders are competitive and political parties do
not exert their influence over procuring bodies to restrict competition by the
methods described in section 3. Then, although a firm’s connection to certain
party does have a statistically significant effect, this is not necessarily evidence
of quid pro quo, but can describe underlying structure of the market and in-
dustries or lobbying. Then, effects that happen only when limited or selective
method is employed can be seen as deviation from the effects caused by direct
involvement. In other words, if we were to analyze the coefficients on a single
model, the causality would be ambiguous. This ambiguity is reduced when we
compare model on open tenders, which should capture how industry structure
relates to politicians and donors, and non-open tenders, where there is space
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for procedure manipulation. We propose the model in form of Equation 5.5.

n_competitors = β0 + β1 ∗ buyerType+

β2 ∗ tender_supplyType + β3 ∗ size + β4 ∗ personal_tier+

β5 ∗ donor_tier + γ ∗ donor_party_tier + γ ∗ personal_party_tier+

β6 ∗ donated + β7 ∗ personal+

β8 ∗ log_donor_tier + β9 ∗ log_personal_tier

β10 ∗ pip_donor + β11 ∗ pip_personal_tier

β12 ∗ tender_procedureType

(5.5)

Direct interpretation of coefficients in results of Table 5.4 is not straight-
forward because all the transformations of variables included. We can however
conclude that for tenders utilizing open method, firms that donated to parties,
and especially to parties which are in power at the decision date enjoyed less
competition. Thus, we can reject hypothesis 4 in favor of hypothesis 4a in
case of firms personally connected to politicians, and in favor of 4b in case of
firms connected to donors. Furthermore, there was variation between parties,
where donors to SMK winning contracts against smaller number of bidders,
and donors from HZDS winning against more numerous competitors. As on
firm-level, there is sufficient evidence to reject hypothesis 6 in favor of 6a. The
weakest evidence is for hypothesis 5, as only firms connected to SNS and SMK
show significantly different coefficients when comparing open and non-open ten-
ders. There is, however, difference in how many competitors firms which are
connected to a government party face. No significant effect was proven in open
tenders, however, in limited and selective tenders firms personally connected to
a government party face more competition. The findings on the effect of dona-
tions are similar to that of Titl & Geys (2019) on Czech regional procurement,
however in case of Slovakia, this effect was observed also in open tendering,
not only in the more restrictive methods. The discrepancy may be caused by
slight differences in definitions of political connections party in power. Further-
more, while this analysis considers national level of control, Titl & Geys (2019)
analyze only regional level.

The unintuitive results of open tender analysis hint that there may be a
hidden variable that is correlated with politician’s ties to business, and that it
affects also other companies in the network. Nevertheless, in non-open tenders,
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effects of political connections are more in line with findings of Titl & Geys
(2019) and Palanský (2014). It should be noted that in Slovakia, the effects
are more pronounced for companies which did not donate directly, but still are
in the network of a donor.
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Table 5.1: Regression results: Natural logarithm of average value per
firm

Natural logarithm of average contract value per firm
(Intercept) 11.86 (0.06)∗∗∗

mode_buyerTypePUBLIC_BODY 0.52 (0.06)∗∗∗

mode_buyerTypeOTHER 0.11 (0.06)
mode_buyerTypeUTILITIES 1.85 (0.11)∗∗∗

mode_buyerTypeNATIONAL_AUTHORITY 0.31 (0.07)∗∗∗

mode_buyerTypeREGIONAL_AGENCY −0.34 (0.18)
mode_buyerTypeNATIONAL_AGENCY −0.68 (0.14)∗∗∗

mode_tender_supplyTypeSERVICES 0.02 (0.04)
mode_tender_supplyTypeWORKS 0.90 (0.05)∗∗∗

size100_and_less −0.19 (0.06)∗∗

size1000_and_less 0.11 (0.10)
size1000_and_more 0.54 (0.19)∗∗

size20_and_less −0.54 (0.04)∗∗∗

donor_hzds_tier1 0.17 (0.08)∗

donor_hzds_tier2 0.45 (0.11)∗∗∗

donor_hzds_tier3 0.30 (0.26)
donor_sdku_tier1 0.23 (0.08)∗∗

donor_sdku_tier2 0.38 (0.11)∗∗∗

donor_sdku_tier3 0.29 (0.28)
personal_sns_tier1 −0.10 (0.07)
personal_sns_tier2 −0.26 (0.11)∗

personal_sns_tier3 −0.66 (0.25)∗∗

personal_sas_tier1 0.11 (0.08)
personal_sas_tier2 −0.12 (0.16)
personal_sas_tier3 −1.35 (0.49)∗∗

R2 0.11
Adj. R2 0.10
Num. obs. 8767
RMSE 1.66
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Source: Author
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Table 5.2: Regression results: Sum of overall contract value per firm
model

Natural logarithm of sum of contract value per firm
(Intercept) 12.31 (0.08)∗∗∗

mode_buyerTypePUBLIC_BODY 0.58 (0.07)∗∗∗

mode_buyerTypeOTHER −0.07 (0.07)
mode_buyerTypeUTILITIES 1.80 (0.13)∗∗∗

mode_buyerTypeNATIONAL_AUTHORITY 0.23 (0.08)∗∗

mode_buyerTypeREGIONAL_AGENCY −0.45 (0.21)∗

mode_buyerTypeNATIONAL_AGENCY −0.86 (0.17)∗∗∗

mode_tender_supplyTypeSERVICES −0.11 (0.05)∗

mode_tender_supplyTypeWORKS 1.01 (0.06)∗∗∗

size100_and_less 0.47 (0.07)∗∗∗

size1000_and_less 0.84 (0.12)∗∗∗

size1000_and_more 1.58 (0.23)∗∗∗

size20_and_less −0.30 (0.05)∗∗∗

donor_hzds_tier1 0.19 (0.10)∗

donor_hzds_tier2 0.46 (0.14)∗∗∗

donor_hzds_tier3 0.54 (0.31)
personal_hzds_tier1 −0.00 (0.09)
personal_hzds_tier2 −0.31 (0.13)∗

personal_hzds_tier3 −0.85 (0.30)∗∗

donor_sdku_tier1 0.25 (0.10)∗

donor_sdku_tier2 0.47 (0.14)∗∗∗

donor_sdku_tier3 0.60 (0.33)
personal_smk_tier1 −0.08 (0.10)
personal_smk_tier2 −0.05 (0.15)
personal_smk_tier3 1.37 (0.50)∗∗

donor_sns_tier1 0.14 (0.09)
donor_sns_tier2 0.29 (0.13)∗

donor_sns_tier3 0.80 (0.32)∗

personal_sas_tier1 0.18 (0.09)
personal_sas_tier2 −0.13 (0.19)
personal_sas_tier3 −2.56 (0.60)∗∗∗

R2 0.13
Adj. R2 0.13
Num. obs. 8767
RMSE 1.95
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Source: Author
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Table 5.3: Regression results: Average number of competitors per
firm model

Average number of competitors for firm
(Intercept) 2.15 (0.10)∗∗∗

mode_buyerTypePUBLIC_BODY 0.75 (0.10)∗∗∗

mode_buyerTypeOTHER −0.25 (0.10)∗∗

mode_buyerTypeUTILITIES −0.23 (0.18)
mode_buyerTypeNATIONAL_AUTHORITY −0.16 (0.11)
mode_buyerTypeREGIONAL_AGENCY 0.31 (0.29)
mode_buyerTypeNATIONAL_AGENCY −0.16 (0.23)
mode_tender_supplyTypeSERVICES 1.03 (0.07)∗∗∗

mode_tender_supplyTypeWORKS 1.83 (0.08)∗∗∗

size100_and_less 0.21 (0.10)∗

size1000_and_less 0.03 (0.16)
size1000_and_more −0.49 (0.30)
size20_and_less 0.55 (0.06)∗∗∗

donor_tier 0.06 (0.02)∗∗∗

donor_smer_tier1 −0.49 (0.11)∗∗∗

donor_smer_tier2 −0.32 (0.19)
donor_smer_tier3 −0.12 (0.52)
personal_smer_tier1 0.25 (0.12)∗

personal_smer_tier2 0.41 (0.15)∗∗

personal_smer_tier3 0.76 (0.31)∗

log_donor_tier −0.51 (0.12)∗∗∗

R2 0.10
Adj. R2 0.10
Num. obs. 8767
RMSE 2.66
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Source: Author
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Table 5.4: regression results: Number of bidders for different methods
Number of opposing bidders Open tenders Non-open tenders Pooled
(Intercept) 2.59 (0.06)∗∗∗ 0.53 (0.15)∗∗∗ 2.58 (0.06)∗∗∗

donor_hzds_tier1 0.33 (0.07)∗∗∗ −0.37 (0.19)∗ 0.25 (0.07)∗∗∗

donor_hzds_tier2 0.61 (0.09)∗∗∗ −0.10 (0.22) 0.51 (0.08)∗∗∗

donor_hzds_tier3 0.32 (0.17) −0.05 (0.33) 0.29 (0.15)
personal_hzds_tier1 −0.14 (0.08) 0.10 (0.19) −0.11 (0.08)
personal_hzds_tier2 −0.14 (0.12) 0.39 (0.26) −0.02 (0.11)
personal_hzds_tier3 1.20 (0.26)∗∗∗ −0.11 (0.64) 1.03 (0.24)∗∗∗

donor_olano_tier1 0.01 (0.06) −0.35 (0.16)∗ −0.02 (0.06)
donor_olano_tier2 −0.12 (0.11) −0.63 (0.22)∗∗ −0.23 (0.10)∗

donor_olano_tier3 −0.74 (0.30)∗ 0.00 (0.47) −0.59 (0.25)∗

personal_olano_tier1 0.11 (0.08) −0.32 (0.16)∗ 0.03 (0.07)
personal_olano_tier2 −0.01 (0.14) −0.42 (0.29) −0.08 (0.13)
personal_olano_tier3 1.29 (1.18) 1.20 (3.08) 1.30 (1.02)
donor_other_tier1 −0.03 (0.09) −1.00 (0.22)∗∗∗ −0.20 (0.09)∗

donor_other_tier2 −0.11 (0.11) −0.53 (0.25)∗ −0.17 (0.10)
donor_other_tier3 0.21 (0.16) −0.75 (0.33)∗ 0.04 (0.14)
personal_other_tier1 −0.91 (0.27)∗∗∗ 1.09 (1.12) −0.79 (0.26)∗∗

personal_other_tier2 −0.79 (0.27)∗∗ 0.86 (1.13) −0.69 (0.26)∗∗

personal_other_tier3 −0.69 (0.28)∗ 0.46 (1.13) −0.67 (0.27)∗

donor_sdku_tier1 −0.08 (0.07) −0.12 (0.17) −0.05 (0.07)
donor_sdku_tier2 0.04 (0.10) 0.14 (0.20) 0.08 (0.09)
donor_sdku_tier3 −0.55 (0.15)∗∗∗ −0.49 (0.33) −0.47 (0.13)∗∗∗

personal_sdku_tier1 −0.13 (0.08) 0.25 (0.19) −0.13 (0.07)
personal_sdku_tier2 −0.22 (0.10)∗ 0.45 (0.23) −0.14 (0.09)
personal_sdku_tier3 −0.80 (0.33)∗ 0.63 (0.53) −0.62 (0.28)∗

donor_smer_tier1 −0.28 (0.06)∗∗∗ −0.30 (0.15)∗ −0.28 (0.06)∗∗∗

donor_smer_tier2 −0.06 (0.10) −0.49 (0.21)∗ −0.10 (0.09)
donor_smer_tier3 0.26 (0.19) −0.30 (0.56) 0.19 (0.18)
personal_smer_tier1 0.66 (0.10)∗∗∗ 0.80 (0.25)∗∗ 0.76 (0.09)∗∗∗

personal_smer_tier2 0.63 (0.12)∗∗∗ 0.74 (0.28)∗∗ 0.68 (0.11)∗∗∗

personal_smer_tier3 0.04 (0.24) 0.41 (0.57) 0.02 (0.22)
donor_smk_tier1 −0.04 (0.07) 0.43 (0.15)∗∗ 0.04 (0.06)
donor_smk_tier2 −0.05 (0.11) −0.02 (0.23) −0.11 (0.10)
donor_smk_tier3 −1.50 (0.66)∗ 0.16 (1.53) −1.12 (0.60)
personal_smk_tier1 −0.29 (0.08)∗∗∗ −0.20 (0.18) −0.33 (0.07)∗∗∗

personal_smk_tier2 −0.68 (0.11)∗∗∗ 0.36 (0.24) −0.45 (0.10)∗∗∗

personal_smk_tier3 0.68 (0.25)∗∗ 0.68 (0.71) 0.74 (0.23)∗∗∗

donor_sns_tier1 0.14 (0.07) 0.00 (0.17) 0.07 (0.06)
donor_sns_tier2 0.07 (0.09) 0.23 (0.20) 0.08 (0.08)
donor_sns_tier3 −0.33 (0.17) 0.45 (0.35) −0.20 (0.16)
personal_sns_tier1 −0.16 (0.08) −0.82 (0.22)∗∗∗ −0.28 (0.08)∗∗∗

personal_sns_tier2 −0.15 (0.12) −0.72 (0.28)∗∗ −0.22 (0.11)∗

personal_sns_tier3 0.58 (0.26)∗ −0.44 (0.66) 0.42 (0.24)
donor_sas_tier1 0.27 (0.07)∗∗∗ 0.18 (0.16) 0.26 (0.06)∗∗∗

donor_sas_tier2 −0.03 (0.11) 0.02 (0.22) −0.04 (0.10)
donor_sas_tier3 0.20 (0.33) 0.07 (0.75) 0.20 (0.30)
personal_sas_tier1 −0.22 (0.08)∗∗ 0.25 (0.17) −0.16 (0.07)∗

personal_sas_tier2 −0.22 (0.15) 0.04 (0.31) −0.23 (0.13)
personal_sas_tier3 −1.44 (1.15) −1.42 (1.86) −1.58 (0.97)
donor_tier −0.00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.01)∗ −0.00 (0.00)
personal_tier −0.01 (0.00)∗∗∗ 0.00 (0.01) −0.01 (0.00)∗∗

pip_donor1 −0.40 (0.11)∗∗∗ −0.45 (0.19)∗ −0.44 (0.10)∗∗∗

pip_personal1 0.07 (0.11) 0.65 (0.20)∗∗∗ 0.26 (0.10)∗∗

donated −0.42 (0.10)∗∗∗ 0.37 (0.25) −0.25 (0.09)∗∗

personal 0.91 (0.27)∗∗∗ −0.80 (1.12) 0.77 (0.26)∗∗

size20_and_less 0.18 (0.04)∗∗∗ 0.12 (0.09) 0.16 (0.04)∗∗∗

size100_and_less −0.16 (0.05)∗∗ −0.14 (0.12) −0.20 (0.05)∗∗∗

size1000_and_less 0.28 (0.07)∗∗∗ −0.46 (0.13)∗∗∗ 0.09 (0.06)
size1000_and_more 0.10 (0.10) −0.64 (0.17)∗∗∗ −0.10 (0.09)
buyer_buyerTypePUBLIC_BODY 0.61 (0.05)∗∗∗ 0.74 (0.13)∗∗∗ 0.60 (0.05)∗∗∗

buyer_buyerTypeOTHER −0.14 (0.05)∗∗ 0.53 (0.14)∗∗∗ −0.13 (0.05)∗∗

buyer_buyerTypeUTILITIES 0.25 (0.12)∗ 1.24 (0.17)∗∗∗ 0.35 (0.10)∗∗∗

buyer_buyerTypeNATIONAL_AUTHORITY −0.02 (0.07) 1.11 (0.13)∗∗∗ 0.12 (0.06)
buyer_buyerTypeREGIONAL_AGENCY 0.78 (0.12)∗∗∗ 0.30 (0.39) 0.78 (0.11)∗∗∗

buyer_buyerTypeNATIONAL_AGENCY −0.42 (0.17)∗ 3.58 (0.24)∗∗∗ 0.82 (0.14)∗∗∗

tender_supplyTypeSERVICES 1.62 (0.04)∗∗∗ 0.37 (0.09)∗∗∗ 1.45 (0.04)∗∗∗

tender_supplyTypeWORKS 2.43 (0.04)∗∗∗ 1.93 (0.12)∗∗∗ 2.40 (0.04)∗∗∗

tender_isEUFundedyes −0.60 (0.04)∗∗∗ 0.29 (0.09)∗∗∗ −0.48 (0.03)∗∗∗

tender_procedureTypeSELECTIVE 1.22 (0.14)∗∗∗ −0.58 (0.14)∗∗∗

tender_procedureTypeLIMITED −1.77 (0.04)∗∗∗

R2 0.16 0.15 0.16
Adj. R2 0.15 0.14 0.16
Num. obs. 30835 5223 36058
RMSE 2.68 2.44 2.67
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Source: Author
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Summary and conclusion

This thesis shows that political connectedness, whether through connection to
a politician or a connection to a donor does have an effect on value of con-
tracts won, as well as number of bidders competing against the firm in public
procurement. This result hints at the possibility of procuring party influenc-
ing the process to benefit a connected firm. The result is in line with other
literature showing positive effect of political connections for firms, especially
those competing for public contracts. Our approach was to firstly to propose a
method of creating business networks for donors and politicians using openly
available data. Then, this data was joined on information about public pro-
curement. Lastly, we created several models to try and describe the effect of
these connections on public procurement outcomes.

The effect of donations is not consistent with regards to different parties,
with donors generally enjoying more positive effects than firms owned or man-
aged by politicians directly. Moreover, these effects do not pertain only to
firms directly managed or owned by politicians or directly by donors, but other
firms in their network as well. In some cases, the effects are not present in
the firms directly donating or those owned or managed by politicians, but are
present in other firms in their network. This implies that, if donations are used
to solicit advantages in public procurement, it is not always done directly, but
can be done through a middle-man. We show that it is beneficial to construct
these networks around donors and politicians when assessing the importance
of political connections.

When differentiating between political parties, we have shown specifically
that companies which donated to SNS won contracts of higher overall value
than companies with donations to other parties, or companies with no dona-
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tions. We have shown that this effect was also present in companies in the net-
work around the donor. Similar results were found for companies in networks
of SDKU and HZDS, but not in the donating firms themselves. Conversely,
companies which were owned or managed by politicians from HZDS and SAS
gained less value overall from public procurement, compared to all other com-
panies. We also found that the more connected through donations a company
is, the less competition it can expect in public procurement.

Further research on the topic could include relationships between procuring
bureaucrat and bidders, as well as utilize more data sources to infer connections,
such as spatial information, social media or court documents. To make sure
there is no bias in estimation, it is desirable that all information about all bids
are made available, and of sufficient quality. International registrars can also
be used to infer international connections and detect shell companies, which
can be used by politically connected persons to hide ownership.
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Table A.1: Connected firms, relative occurence Public Procurement

party connection no connection tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 some
donor_hzds_tier 72.6% 20.0% 6.8% 0.5% 27.4%
donor_olano_tier 79.4% 17.0% 3.5% 0.2% 20.6%
donor_other_tier 66.1% 20.2% 12.4% 1.3% 33.9%
donor_sas_tier 78.9% 17.4% 3.5% 0.2% 21.1%
donor_sdku_tier 73.0% 20.1% 6.5% 0.5% 27.0%
donor_smer_tier 78.7% 17.3% 3.6% 0.3% 21.3%
donor_smk_tier 80.1% 17.1% 2.7% 0.1% 19.9%
donor_sns_tier 72.3% 20.6% 6.6% 0.5% 27.7%
personal_hzds_tier 73.1% 19.9% 6.5% 0.6% 26.9%
personal_olano_tier 83.7% 14.4% 1.8% 0.1% 16.3%
personal_other_tier 56.2% 14.6% 21.9% 7.3% 43.8%
personal_sas_tier 83.5% 14.5% 1.9% 0.1% 16.5%
personal_sdku_tier 72.7% 20.3% 6.5% 0.5% 27.3%
personal_smer_tier 69.0% 20.7% 9.4% 0.9% 31.0%
personal_smk_tier 76.6% 18.9% 4.3% 0.2% 23.4%
personal_sns_tier 71.3% 20.9% 7.2% 0.6% 28.7%

Source: Author
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Table A.2: Public procurement winners, by type of connection and
party, absolute count

party connection no_connection tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 some
donor_hzds_tier 6379 1756 600 48 2404
donor_olano_tier 6974 1489 305 15 1809
donor_other_tier 5804 1771 1091 117 2979
donor_sas_tier 6933 1525 311 14 1850
donor_sdku_tier 6411 1761 570 41 2372
donor_smer_tier 6915 1521 320 27 1868
donor_smk_tier 7034 1505 236 8 1749
donor_sns_tier 6351 1806 583 43 2432
personal_hzds_tier 6416 1751 567 49 2367
personal_olano_tier 7352 1264 156 11 1431
personal_other_tier 4938 1279 1921 645 3845
personal_sas_tier 7332 1274 164 13 1451
personal_sdku_tier 6389 1785 567 42 2394
personal_smer_tier 6060 1818 822 83 2723
personal_smk_tier 6731 1657 377 18 2052
personal_sns_tier 6266 1832 631 54 2517

Source: Author

Table A.3: Connected firms in RPO, relative number

party connection no connection tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 some
donor_hzds_tier 72.17% 23.17% 4.45% 0.20% 27.8%
donor_olano_tier 81.26% 16.87% 1.82% 0.04% 18.7%
donor_other_tier 61.99% 26.34% 10.88% 0.79% 38.0%
donor_sas_tier 79.05% 18.47% 2.34% 0.14% 20.9%
donor_sdku_tier 72.01% 23.18% 4.63% 0.19% 28.0%
donor_smer_tier 80.68% 17.29% 1.95% 0.08% 19.3%
donor_smk_tier 81.05% 16.74% 2.12% 0.09% 19.0%
donor_sns_tier 70.63% 23.91% 5.16% 0.30% 29.4%
personal_hzds_tier 73.06% 22.28% 4.31% 0.35% 26.9%
personal_olano_tier 86.33% 12.68% 0.94% 0.05% 13.7%
personal_other_tier 45.77% 22.58% 25.52% 6.13% 54.2%
personal_sas_tier 86.13% 12.84% 0.96% 0.06% 13.9%
personal_sdku_tier 72.14% 22.83% 4.72% 0.31% 27.9%
personal_smer_tier 67.00% 24.93% 7.39% 0.68% 33.0%
personal_smk_tier 76.58% 20.06% 3.17% 0.19% 23.4%
personal_sns_tier 70.68% 23.62% 5.33% 0.37% 29.3%

Source: Author
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Table A.4: Connected firms in RPO, absolute number

party connection no_connection tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 some
donor_hzds_tier 404513 129894 24970 1144 156008
donor_olano_tier 455481 94584 10204 252 105040
donor_other_tier 347452 147649 60981 4439 213069
donor_sas_tier 443107 103550 13089 775 117414
donor_sdku_tier 403604 129937 25927 1053 156917
donor_smer_tier 452204 96917 10952 448 108317
donor_smk_tier 454291 93820 11902 508 106230
donor_sns_tier 395915 134035 28905 1666 164606
personal_hzds_tier 409543 124869 24175 1934 150978
personal_olano_tier 483905 71098 5247 271 76616
personal_other_tier 256544 126567 143050 34360 303977
personal_sas_tier 482800 71996 5400 325 77721
personal_sdku_tier 404368 127954 26449 1750 156153
personal_smer_tier 375559 139749 41422 3791 184962
personal_smk_tier 429274 112423 17780 1044 131247
personal_sns_tier 396192 132372 29874 2083 164329

Source: Author

Table A.5: Government parties with dates of inauguration

16.10.2002 SDKU, SMK, KDH, ANO
4.7.2006 HZDS, SNS, SMER
8.7.2010 SDKU, SAS, KDH, MOST–HÍD, OLANO
4.12.2012 SMER
23.3.2016 SMER, SNS, MOST–HÍD, #SIEŤ

Source: Author

Table A.6: Contracts awarded to differently sizes companies

size total tenders awarded
0_unknown 8381
100_and_less 7975
1000_and_less 3096
1000_and_more 2168
20_and_less 14438

Source: Author
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Table A.7: Tenders awarded by different types of institutions

Type number of tenders awarded
NATIONAL_AGENCY 404
NATIONAL_AUTHORITY 4254
OTHER 8346
PUBLIC_BODY 15424
REGIONAL_AGENCY 629
REGIONAL_AUTHORITY 5982
UTILITIES 1019

Source: Author

Table A.8: Contracts awarded to personally connected companies

party connection no connection tier 1 tier 2 tier 3
personal_hzds_tier 20022 10740 5018 278
personal_olano_tier 25670 8652 1708 28
personal_other_tier 13731 5851 11850 4626
personal_sas_tier 24687 10053 1285 33
personal_sdku_tier 19973 11112 4767 206
personal_smer_tier 18404 10675 6387 592
personal_smk_tier 22017 10362 3127 552
personal_sns_tier 19469 10867 5396 326
personal_closest 13618 5669 11955 4816

Source: Author

Table A.9: Contracts awarded to companies connected with donors

party connection no connection tier 1 tier 2 tier 3
donor_hzds_tier 19661 10099 5787 511
donor_olano_tier 23510 9346 2908 294
donor_other_tier 17328 9468 8220 1042
donor_sas_tier 22716 10258 2837 247
donor_sdku_tier 20490 9854 5033 681
donor_smer_tier 23203 9141 3235 479
donor_smk_tier 23602 10350 2083 23
donor_sns_tier 19313 10512 5734 499
donor_closest 15727 7079 10518 2734

Source: Author
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